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Bethesda, MarylandABSTRACT Binding can now be quantified in live cells, but the accuracy of suchmeasurements remains uncertain. To address
this uncertainty, we compare fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) measurements of the binding kinetics of a transcription factor, the glucocorticoid receptor, in the nuclei of live cells. We find
that the binding residence time measured by FRAP is 15 times longer than that obtained by FCS. We show that this discrepancy
is not likely due to the significant differences in concentrations typically used for FRAP and FCS, nor is it likely due to spatial
heterogeneity of the nucleus, improper calibration of the FCS focal volume, or the intentional FRAP photobleach. Instead,
our data indicate that photobleaching of bound molecules in FCS is mainly responsible. When this effect is minimized, FRAP
and FCS measurements nearly agree, although cross-validation by other approaches is now required to rule out mutual errors.
Our results demonstrate the necessity of a photobleach correction for FCS measurements of GFP-tagged molecules that are
bound for >0.25 s, and represent an important step forward in establishing a gold standard for in vivo binding measurements.INTRODUCTIONMeasurements of biologically relevant molecular binding
interactions have traditionally been done in vitro, but with
recent breakthroughs in green fluorescent protein (GFP)
technology and fluorescence microscopy, in vivo measure-
ments have become routine. Of the techniques used to
quantify in vivo binding, fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) (1–3) is perhaps the most widespread. As
its popularity continues to increase, however, discrepancies
in the FRAP literature are beginning to accumulate (4,5).
For example, FRAP measurements of in vivo transcription
factor dynamics have differed by roughly four orders of
magnitude, with binding-time estimates ranging from milli-
seconds to tens of seconds (6–9). Are these discrepancies
biological in origin, or do they reflect technical errors in
the FRAP procedures?
This question can be addressed by cross-validation. We
recently compared several different FRAP procedures and
showed that large differences in published transcription
factor binding times were solely due to errors in FRAP
modeling (10). However, to rule out common errors in
FRAP, cross-validation by other techniques is also required.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), like FRAP,
was developed to measure diffusion and binding (11);
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0006-3495/10/11/3093/9 $2.00diffusion, with the slowest component sometimes inter-
preted as binding (12–17). This gives the bound fraction,
but the actual residence time cannot be estimated in this
way. Fluorescence cross correlation spectroscopy (FCCS)
can similarly quantify bound fractions (18), but again the
residence time is difficult to extract and, moreover, the
application to molecules that bind chromatin is not clear
since the method requires that chromatin be fluorescently
labeled at sites that are not known a priori. Although
some studies have compared some of the predictions of
FRAP, FCS (19–21), and single-molecule tracking (SMT)
(22,23), no explicit comparison of binding residence times
has been made.
To enable such a comparison, we recently derived analo-
gous solutions for FRAP and FCS that describe molecular
diffusion and binding to relatively immobile substrates
such as chromatin (24). Using these solutions, we measured
the in vivo binding kinetics of a GFP-tagged transcription
factor fragment, VBP-B-ZIP, and showed that both FRAP
and FCS yielded the same bound fraction and diffusion
coefficient for the protein. However, because the binding
kinetics were too fast for FRAP to distinguish from diffu-
sion, the binding residence time could only be measured
directly with FCS. Thus, although the two techniques at
least partially agree, it remains unclear whether they
completely agree, since the binding residence time—argu-
ably the most important parameter—could not be cross-
validated.
Here we confronted this issue by focusing on a slower
DNA-binding transcription factor, the glucocorticoid
receptor (GR). Unlike VBP-B-ZIP, GR binding times can
be measured separately from diffusion with the use of
FRAP (10). This allowed us to directly compare FRAPdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.08.059
3094 Stasevich et al.and FCS estimates of in vivo binding times for the first time,
to our knowledge. This comparison uncovered a significant
discrepancy that our data now suggest is primarily due to
photobleaching of bound molecules in FCS.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells
We performed FRAP and FCS experiments on GFP-GR using mouse
adenocarcinoma cell line 3617, in which the stable expression of GFP-
GR is regulated by a tet-off system, as previously described (25). Tetracy-
line was removed from the medium and cells were examined by FCS 4–8 h
later (dim cells) and by temporal image correlation spectroscopy (TICS)
and FRAP 12–24 h later (bright cells ~3 brighter than dim cells). FCS
experiments on VBP-B-ZIP were performed in NIH-3T3 cells transiently
transfected with VBP-B-ZIP-GFP plasmids, as previously described (24).
All experiments were performed in fluorescently homogeneous regions of
cells centered within the imaging frame. See the Supporting Material for
details.FRAP
FRAP was performed on a Zeiss LSM 5 LIVE DuoScan confocal micro-
scope (63/1.4 NA oil objective, 488 nm/100 mW diode laser, acousto-
optic tunable filter (AOTF) 6%, pinhole 2.5 Airy units ¼ 2.0 mm slice) in
DuoScan mode (20% imaging/80% bleaching). A total of 100 prebleach
images (300 160 pix2¼ 31 17 mm2) were acquired, followed by a single
16 ms circular photobleach (AOTF 100%, diameter 2.5 mm). The data were
background-subtracted and observational photobleaching was corrected for
by normalizing the postbleach nuclear fluorescence to the first postbleach
value. The spatial fluorescence intensity profiles of the FRAP recovery
were calculated by radial averaging in concentric rings within the photo-
bleach spot, and the resultant data were fit to a reaction-diffusion model
(26). See the Supporting Material for model details.FCS
Two-photon (2P)-FCS experiments were performed on a custom-built
system as previously described (24). One-photon (1P)-FCS experiments
were performed on a Zeiss LSM510-ConfoCor2 combination system
(40/1.2 NA water objective, 488 nm/45 mW laser, AOTF 20%).
2P-FCS laser power was set between 8–12 mW just before the objective.
1P-FCS laser power was adjusted with a second AOTF set between 0.2–
5%. These values were chosen to avoid excitation saturation effects and
maximize the signal/noise ratio while minimizing detectable photobleach-
ing. FCS data were acquired for 10–30 s, repeated five times per location.
Data were rejected if they showed artifacts due to cell mobility (large inten-
sity variations). The remaining data were averaged and fit with a reaction-
diffusion model (24). This was repeated at two to three locations per
nucleus, and at least six averaged curves were analyzed per sample. See
the Supporting Material for calibration/model details.TICS
TICS is a variant of FCS in which temporal correlations are computed and
averaged from multiple pixels in an image sequence rather than from
a single diffraction-limited spot (27). TICS experiments were performed
on a Zeiss LSM 5 LIVE DuoScan confocal microscope using the same con-
ditions as for FRAP, except the pinhole was set to 1 Airy unit (0.94 mm) and
the laser power was adjusted by changing the AOTF from 6% to 12%.
A line with arbitrary length and single pixel width (210 nm) was imagedBiophysical Journal 99(9) 3093–3101repeatedly at 1000–5000 Hz for ~100 s. This was repeated on at least
five cells per laser power on at least 2 days. Intensity data from each pixel
were analyzed separately (see Fig. S1). Observational photobleaching was
corrected for by dividing out a double-exponential fit to produce data that
fluctuate about a constant mean. Data were rejected if they showed artifacts
due to cell mobility (large intensity variations) and/or aberrant photobleach-
ing (not described by a double-exponential). The temporal autocorrelation
of corrected data from each pixel was calculated and randomly binned into
sets of 10 for averaging and fitting with a reaction-diffusion model. See the
Supporting Material for calibration/model details.RESULTS
FRAP and FCS estimates of GR binding residence
time differ by an order of magnitude
To directly compare FRAP and FCS binding measurements,
we used both techniques to quantify the diffusive and
binding dynamics of GFP-GR stably expressed in mouse
adenocarcinoma cells (25). We used a new spatiotemporal
FRAP method that we recently developed (26), which
generates radial intensity profiles of the bleach spot as
a function of time. This method provides for more stringent
fitting, since a radial profile rather than a single point (the
average intensity) is fit at each time point. The new spatio-
temporal FRAP yielded estimates for the diffusion coeffi-
cient D ¼ 3.4 5 1.0 mm2/s, bound fraction B ¼ 0.31 5
0.15 and binding residence time tr¼ 2.75 0.73 s consistent
with our earlier work using average intensity fits (10)
(Fig. 1, A and C). Note that the bound fraction B and bind-
ing residence time tr are closely related to the binding asso-
ciation and dissociation rates that we reported earlier
(kon ¼ B=½ð1 BÞ tr and koff ¼ 1=tr, respectively). Here
we report fits using B and tr because these parameters are
biologically more meaningful.
We then performed an analogous 2P-FCS measurement to
independently estimate D, B, and tr for GFP-GR (Fig. 1 B).
Using the same binding model as for FRAP, we obtained
FCS estimates for the diffusion constant (2.25 0.83 mm2/s)
and bound fraction (0.315 0.09) that agreed with the FRAP
estimates, but the FCS residence time estimate (0.19 5
0.04 s) was an order of magnitude shorter than the FRAP
estimate (2.7 5 0.73 s; Fig. 1 C). This discrepancy is not
due to poor sensitivity of either procedure, as predicted
curves for both FRAP and FCS are noticeably shifted by
order-of-magnitude changes in residence times (Fig. S2).
One possible explanation for the discrepancy is an instru-
mental error in either our FRAP or FCS setup. This seems
unlikely, however, since both our FRAP and FCS data are
consistent with the literature. Specifically, our FRAP diffu-
sion and binding estimates for another transcription factor,
p53 (10), whose dynamics we find to be indistinguishable
from GR, agree with estimates from another group (7). Like-
wise, our FCS data are consistent with data from a previous
study on GFP-GR in which the GFP-GR FCS data were fit
with a two-component diffusion model, yielding Dfast ¼
8.7 5 0.08 mm2/s and Dslow ¼ 0.25 5 0.09 mm2/s (16).
A B C
FIGURE 1 Order-of-magnitude discrepancy between FRAP and 2P-FCS. (A) FRAP was performed in cells stably expressing GFP-GR. The bleach spot
profile in postbleach frames was determined by radial averaging in concentric rings centered on the bleach spot (inset, white bar ¼ 10 mm). Spatial profiles
at select times are shown (color-coded according to the legend) along with a fit (solid lines) to a reaction-diffusion model that yielded a diffusion coefficient
D ¼ 3.26 mm2/s, bound fraction B ¼ 0.39, and binding residence time tr ¼ 2.6 s. (B) 2P-FCS was performed in the same cells as FRAP (lower inset, white
bar ¼ 10 mm). Compared with FRAP, the expression of GFP-GR was reduced to enhance the relative size of fluctuations. Photon counts in the 2P excitation
volume (white x) fluctuate about a constant mean throughout the measurement (upper inset, rebinned for illustration purposes), indicating no apparent photo-
bleaching. The temporal autocorrelationG(t) of these data (joined gray points) was averaged with that of analogous data to produce the displayed curve. A fit
(solid red line) to the same reaction-diffusion model used for FRAP yielded D¼ 2.46 mm2/s, B¼ 0.30, and tr¼ 0.16 s. (C) A comparison between the FRAP
and 2P-FCS estimates. Although estimates of B and tr agree, estimates of tr differ by ~15.
Do FRAP and FCS Binding Estimates Agree? 3095We prefer a reaction-diffusion model for fitting GFP-GR
data because GR is a known DNA-binding protein and Dslow
would correspond to an implausibly large molecular com-
plex (~14 GD based on the measured diffusion constant of
unconjugated GFP). Nevertheless, when we fit our FCS
data to the same two-component diffusion model used
in the previous study, we obtained very similar estimates
(Dfast ¼ 5.9 5 1.7 mm2/s, Dslow ¼ 0.36 5 0.06 mm2/s;
Fig. S3). This demonstrates that the two studies are in
reasonable agreement.
Thus it appears that the discrepancy between FRAP and
FCS is not an instrumental artifact. We evaluate other
possible explanations below.FIGURE 2 Evaluating the impact of GFP-GR expression levels on
FRAP/FCS. When FRAP was repeated in dim cells prepared in the same
way as for 2P-FCS, estimates of the diffusion coefficient D, bound fraction
B, and binding residence times tr remained statistically unchanged
compared to FRAP in bright cells (lighter left two bars in each set of
four). Likewise, when 2P-FCS was repeated in bright cells prepared in
the same way as for FRAP, estimates of D, B, and tr also remained statisti-
cally unchanged compared to 2P-FCS in dim cells (darker right two bars in
each set of four). This suggests that the discrepancy between FRAP and 2P-
FCS estimates of tr is independent of GFP-GR expression levels.Fluorescence concentration differences between
FRAP and FCS
As is commonly done, we acquired our FRAP measure-
ments in relatively bright cells to obtain a good signal/noise
ratio, and performed the FCS measurements in cells that
were on average threefold dimmer to produce large fluctua-
tions for the autocorrelation function. Because the GFP-GR
concentration was higher in FRAP, we would expect more
GR-binding sites to be occupied under these conditions.
The additional sites would presumably be of lower affinity,
leading to a shorter average residence time under the FRAP
experimental conditions. As reported above, however, we
observed the opposite, namely, a longer residence time
from FRAP, potentially discounting this explanation.
To more directly test concentration effects, we repeated
the FRAP and FCS measurements of GFP-GR, but now
under reverse concentration conditions. This produced new
FRAP estimates in dimmer cells and new FCS estimates in
brighter cells that were statistically indistinguishable from
the original estimates (Fig. 2). We conclude that the dif-ference in the GFP-GR concentrations originally used for
the FRAP and FCS measurements is not likely responsible
for the large discrepancy in estimated GFP-GR residence
times.Spatial heterogeneity: global versus local
measurements
FRAP involves a much larger measurement zone than FCS.
The volume of our FRAP bleach zone was ~30 mm3,
whereas the volume of our FCS focal spot was ~0.6 mm3.
Because the heterogeneity of the nucleus may change atBiophysical Journal 99(9) 3093–3101
FIGURE 3 Evaluating the impact of spatial heterogeneity on FRAP/FCS.
2P-FCS was performed at multiple positions in multiple cells stably ex-
pressing GFP-GR. The relative variability in the estimates of the diffusion
coefficient sD/D, bound fraction sB/B, and binding residence time str/tr was
the same for sets of FCS experiments performed within a single cell
compared to sets performed in separate cells, suggesting that the estimates
represent global averages that should be consistent with FRAP.
3096 Stasevich et al.different length scales, it is conceivable that a local mea-
surement of binding obtained from FCS could be sig-
nificantly different from a more global measurement of
binding as obtained by FRAP.
Our initial FCSmeasurements are in fact averages of local
measurements over many cells. To seewhether therewas any
substantive variability either from cell to cell or from one
region to another region in the same cell, we looked at the
variance of our FCS estimates. We found that the variance
from region to region in the same cell was not significantly
different from the variance from one cell to the next
(Fig. 3). These results suggest that for GFP-GR there are
no large changes in diffusion and binding behavior that
depend on the local environment or the individual cell state
at the length scales accessible to FRAP and FCS.Calibration of FCS focal volume
Several recent experiments suggested that some of the stan-
dard dyes used to calibrate the size of the FCS focal volume
may diffuse faster than previously thought (28,29). To seeA B C
was performed on unconjugatedGFP freely diffusing in PBSmixedwith 90% glyce
residence time tFV decreased andwas always less than predicted by theory (see Supp
GFP-GR in live cells. As the laser power increased from 8 mW to 14 mW, the bind
Biophysical Journal 99(9) 3093–3101how our estimates depended on the FCS focal volume
size, we fit our FCS data using two different focal volume
sizes: one based on an older estimate and one based on
a newer estimate for the diffusion constant of Alexa 488.
We found this had only a very modest effect on the estimates
yielding a ~25% change in the diffusion constant, and virtu-
ally no change in the bound fractions and residence times
(Fig. S4). Thus, errors in estimation of the FCS focal volume
cannot be responsible for the discrepancy in residence times
that we observed.Cryptic photobleaching in 2P-FCS
It has been shown that photobleaching in FCS tends to
shorten the measured diffusion time tD (30–33) because
molecules that are photobleached while in the focal volume
will appear to spend less time there. Such photobleaching
can be difficult to detect because it corresponds to a steady
state in which bleached molecules in the focal volume are
replenished by unbleached molecules from the rest of the
nucleus (32). This yields an average intensity in the focal
volume that remains constant, and so we refer to the photo-
bleaching that occurs there as ‘‘cryptic’’. Cryptic photo-
bleaching could therefore yield a shortened binding
residence time in FCS relative to FRAP, consistent with
our observations.
As a first test for cryptic photobleaching, we performed
2P-FCS on fixed GFP-GR cells using the same imaging
conditions employed for live cells. The fixed cells showed
a decrease in fluorescence intensity within the first few
seconds (Fig. 4 A), suggesting that GFP-GR molecules
with a binding residence time on the order of seconds (as
the FRAP estimates would suggest) could undergo photo-
bleaching under our imaging conditions.
Next, we measured the focal volume residence time tFVof
unconjugated GFP in solutions with and without glycerol.
Note that tD traditionally measures the time to move later-
ally across the focal volume, whereas tFV measures the resi-
dence time in the three-dimensional (3D) volume. As such,
tFV is directly related to the probability of photobleaching
(see Supporting Material). In 90% glycerol, our measuredFIGURE 4 Evidence for cryptic pho-
tobleaching in 2P-FCS. (A) To mimic
photobleaching of bound molecules in
live cells, 2P-FCS experiments were per-
formed under identical conditions in
fixed cells. Significant photobleaching
(an exponential decay in the FCS inten-
sity) was evident in the first few seconds.
The postexperiment image in the inset
reveals a newly created bleach spot
(white arrow) where the laser was posi-
tioned (white bar¼ 10 mm). (B) 2P-FCS
rol. As the laser power increased from 8mW to 20mW, the fitted focal volume
ortingMaterial), consistent with photobleaching. (C) 2P-FCSwas repeated on
ing residence time tr decreased, again consistent with photobleaching.
Do FRAP and FCS Binding Estimates Agree? 3097tFV for GFP was significantly shorter than expected theoret-
ically (measured tFV ¼ 0.115 0.03 s vs. theoretical tFV ¼
0.23 5 0.09 s). Furthermore, our measured tFV decreased
further as we increased the laser power (Fig. 4 B). (Since
fluorescence saturation would cause the opposite trend,
namely an increasing residence time with increasing laser
power (34), these experiments suggest that photobleaching
is the dominant effect). In contrast, when we measured
tFV in glycerol-free phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), where
the residence time should be much shorter (theoretical
tFV ¼ 0.001 5 0.0001 s), we saw no difference between
the measured and theoretical values at all laser powers
tested (Fig. S5). Taken together, these results argue that
under our conditions, cryptic photobleaching can occur for
molecules with sufficiently long residence times.
Finally, we performed analogous experiments on GFP-
GR over a range of laser powers. Fits to our reaction-diffu-
sion model revealed a decreasing binding residence time
with increasing laser power, indicating that estimates for
GFP-GR binding could be corrupted by cryptic photo-
bleaching (Fig. 4 C). Presumably, one could obtain an accu-
rate estimate for the true binding residence time at laser
powers low enough that the binding residence time esti-
mates should eventually stabilize. Unfortunately, we were
not able to reach this plateau because laser powers lower
than 8 mW yielded autocorrelation functions that were too
noisy.Cryptic photobleaching in 1P-FCS
To assess whether cryptic photobleaching could occur in
1P-FCS, we again measured the diffusion of unconjugated
GFP in 90% glycerol. As with 2P-FCS, this yielded esti-
mates for tFV that increased with lower laser powers.
However, unlike 2P-FCS, these values eventually plateaued
at the lowest laser powers, yielding an estimated value that
was within error of the theoretical value (~0.065 0.02; see
Fig. 5 B). These results show that cryptic photobleaching
can arise in 1P-FCS (since the average focal volume inten-A B C
to produce the displayed curve. A fit (smooth solid line) to the same reaction-
0.23, and tr ¼ 0.63 s. (B) 1P-FCS was performed on unconjugated GFP freely
a constant count rate were used (by adjusting the AOTF from 0.2% to 5%), but at
with cryptic photobleaching. At the lower powers, however, theory and experime
was performed on GFP-GR in live cells. As the laser power increased, the bindin
2P-FCS, a plateau in the estimated binding residence times tr could not be estasity was constant at the higher laser powers even though the
residence time estimates were wrong), but the effect is less
severe than in 2P-FCS (since the residence time estimates at
the lowest laser powers plateaued at the correct value).
When we repeated these 1P measurements with GFP-GR
(Fig. 5 A), we were unable to lower the laser power suffi-
ciently to reach a plateau in the estimated residence times
(Fig. 5 C). As for 2P-FCS, an inadequate signal/noise ratio
was the limiting factor. We conclude that with sufficiently
long residence times, cryptic photobleaching can also be
a problem for 1P-FCS.Reducing cryptic photobleaching using TICS
As an alternate approach to obtain estimates of GFP-GR
residence times, we performed TICS, a form of FCS in
which temporal correlations are measured across an entire
image rather than at a single pixel (27). Although this pro-
duces more global photobleaching than 1P- or 2P-FCS,
the photobleaching is less cryptic because it extends across
the entire imaged region and thus limits the exchange
between bleached and unbleached molecules. Photobleach-
ing can therefore be detected and partially corrected for
even at relatively low laser powers.
To acquire TICS data, we used a line-scanning confocal
microscope (35). Although TICS generally has reduced
temporal resolution compared to standard FCS, we were
able to acquire TICS data at sufficient temporal resolution
(4000 Hz) to detect GFP-GR dynamics.
We again measured the diffusion times of unconjugated
GFP in 90% glycerol. In contrast to the 1P- and 2P-FCS
measurements, this produced an obvious loss of fluorescent
intensity over time at all laser powers, but with a sufficient
signal/noise ratio. As earlier studies have done (36,37), we
used the fluorescent decay to correct the acquired intensity
data and then fit it with the conventional diffusion model
(Fig. S1 shows an example in cells). This produced the ex-
pected diffusion time for GFP in the focal volume (Fig. S6),
indicating that our TICS implementation together with theFIGURE 5 Evidence for cryptic pho-
tobleaching in 1P-FCS. (A) 1P-FCS
experiments were performed in cells
expressing GFP-GR. Photon counts in
the 1P excitation volume (white x) fluc-
tuate about a constant mean throughout
the measurement (upper inset, data
rebinned for illustration purposes),
indicating no apparent photobleaching.
The temporal autocorrelation G(t) of
these data (joined gray points) was
averaged with that of analogous data
diffusion model used for FRAP and 2P-FCS yielded D ¼ 3.1 mm2/s, B ¼
diffusing in PBS mixed with 90% glycerol. Only laser powers that yielded
higher laser powers tFV was always lower than theory predicted, consistent
nt agreed, suggesting that cryptic photobleaching was minimal. (C) 1P-FCS
g residence time tr decreased, again consistent with photobleaching. As with
blished, due to an insufficient signal/noise ratio at lower laser powers.
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FIGURE 6 TICS on GFP-GR. (A)
TICS experiments were performed in
cells expressing GFP-GR. Decaying
photon counts (upper inset) in each
pixel within the excitation line (cen-
tered blown-up region, lower inset)
can be corrected with a double-expo-
nential (solid smooth line, upper inset).
The calculated autocorrelation G(t)
(joined gray points) for GFP-GR is
well fit by a reaction-diffusion model
(smooth solid line) with diffusion coef-
ficient D ¼ 1.64 mm2/s, bound fraction B ¼ 0.24, and binding residence time tr ¼ 0.85 s. (B) When fits are performed at different laser powers (varied by
adjusting the AOTF), estimates of tr remain constant until 15% laser throughput, after which they begin to decrease and the photobleach correction fails. (C)
A comparison between the FRAP and TICS estimates shows near agreement for all parameters.
3098 Stasevich et al.photobleaching correction can yield accurate estimates for
molecules that reside for longer times in the focal volume.
We then applied TICS with the photobleaching correc-
tion to GFP-GR to obtain new estimates for D ¼ 1.7 5
0.4 mm2/s, B ¼ 0.28 5 0.12 and tr ¼ 1.3 5 0.53 s
(Fig. 6). Of note, the binding residence time increased by
a factor of 7 compared to the original 2P-FCS estimates.
In addition, when we changed the laser powers by adjusting
the AOTF between 5% and 20%, the estimates remained
constant up to 15% laser throughput (Fig. 6 b), at which
point the residence times began to shorten. This suggests
that at some point, the correction for photobleaching fails
in our TICS setup, but the residence time estimates are
consistent up to that point.
The above observations suggested that 1P- and 2P-FCS
significantly underestimated the binding residence time of
GFP-GR. To see whether there would still be an effect for
shorter binding residence times, we performed TICS on
GFP-VBP-B-ZIP, whose binding residence time was esti-
mated at 0.0535 0.019 s by 2P-FCS in our previous study
(24). Similarly to GFP-GR, TICS produced a binding resi-
dence time for VBP-B-ZIP that was five times longer than
the original 2P estimate (Fig. S7), suggesting that binding
residence times as short as a few tenths of a second can still
be affected by photobleaching in standard FCS.Impact of the intentional photobleach in FRAP
We also investigated another potential problem that could
alter our estimates, namely, the high-intensity photobleach
used in FRAP. If this photobleach disrupts cellular structure
or transiently changes the local temperature or viscosity, it
could have an effect on GFP-GR binding. For example,
a high-intensity bleach pulse might induce DNA damage
(38), leading to altered binding kinetics in a transcription
factor such as GFP-GR. Photo-induced unbinding has also
been reported (39).
To evaluate the impact of the photobleach, we performed
FRAP experiments with different photobleach intensities
(100%, 50%, 25%, 15% of laser power). The diffusion
and binding estimates obtained from these different FRAPBiophysical Journal 99(9) 3093–3101experiments were identical within error (Fig. 7 A). The
lack of a trend in these estimates argues that the photobleach
does not disrupt the molecular dynamics, although it is
possible that all of the intensities tested far surpass the
threshold for producing detrimental effects. Unfortunately,
lower photobleach intensities cannot be evaluated because
smaller bleach depths become difficult to fit.
As an alternate test, we performed TICS at the site of
a photobleach after fluorescence had recovered there. The
resultant estimates for D, B, and tr for GFP-GR were statis-
tically indistinguishable from comparable TICS estimates
obtained without the photobleach (Fig. 7 B). These data
argue that the photobleach does not alter the molecular
dynamics, at least not beyond the time frame (~1 min)
required for the fluorescence to equilibrate after the photo-
bleach. However, it is possible that the photobleach could
induce transient fluctuations in the temperature, viscosity,
or reactive oxygen species that might dissipate within the
1 min lag time between the photobleach and the TICS
measurement.
To reduce this lag time, we partially photobleached the
entire cell using 50% laser power. This obviated the need
for an imaging pause to allow for fluorescence equilibration,
although in practice the conversion from photobleach to
TICS imaging mode required 3–5 s. With this significantly
shortened lag time after the photobleach, we were still
unable to detect any significant changes in the TICS esti-
mates (Fig. 7 B). Thus, if the photobleach induces transient
fluctuations that alter binding, they must dissipate within
3–5 s. More generally, the results from the whole-cell photo-
bleach argue against any local detrimental changes that
rapidly diffuse away from the bleach site, since the photo-
bleach will produce equivalent damage across the entire cell.DISCUSSION
Among the many advances made in the field of fluorescence
microscopy, the quantification of molecular binding in live
cells has become increasingly common and important.
FRAP and FCS have emerged as powerful techniques for
this purpose, but the accuracy of measurements obtained
TICS estimates do not change 
much after intentional photobleach
FRAP estimates do not change 
















































FIGURE 7 Testing the impact of the intentional FRAP photobleach. (A)
When FRAP is performed using different laser powers for the intentional
photobleach, estimates of the diffusion coefficient D, bound fraction B,
and binding residence time tr do not change significantly. (B) TICS was
repeated in regions where cells expressing GFP-GR had been exposed to
an intentional photobleach. Two photobleaching strategies were employed.
First, the intentional photobleach was localized to a circular region of
diameter 2.5 mm using 100% laser power, as in a typical FRAP experiment
(þ bleach). TICS was then performed 1 min postbleach to allow for fluores-
cence equilibration. Second, the intentional photobleach covered the entire
cell using 50% laser power (þ total bleach). TICS was then performed 3–5 s
postbleach. In both cases, estimates of the diffusion coefficient D, bound
fraction B, and binding residence time tr did not change significantly
compared to estimates in cells that were not exposed to an intentional pho-
tobleach ( bleach).
Do FRAP and FCS Binding Estimates Agree? 3099with these methods has been difficult to assess. Here,
we used both techniques to independently measure the
dynamics of the transcription factor GFP-GR and ultimately
cross-validate estimates of diffusion and binding times.
We initially found good agreement between FRAP and
FCS estimates of GFP-GR diffusion times and bound frac-
tions, but the estimated binding residence times differed
by more than an order of magnitude. We then evaluated
five different possible causes of this discrepancy, and found
that only one of these factors appeared to be responsible.
Correcting for this problem using TICS led to a sevenfold
increase in the FCS estimated binding residence times,
bringing them almost within error of the FRAP estimates.
This represents substantial progress toward the goal ofachieving a gold standard for in vivo binding measurements,
but further cross-validation of these estimates by other
approaches is now critical. We discuss these points in detail
below.Concentration, spatial heterogeneity, FCS focal
volume calibration, and intentional FRAP
photobleach had little impact on the GFP-GR
estimates
We found that GFP-GR binding rates were not significantly
influenced by the expression levels of the protein, at least
over the threefold range tested. We also could not find any
evidence that there was significant variability in GFP-GR
binding from cell to cell or at different locations in the
cell nucleus (although we avoided measurements within
nucleoli, which are largely devoid of GFP-GR). In addition,
our FCS binding measurements were not very sensitive
to adjustments in the calibration of the FCS focal volume.
In sum, it seems clear that none of these differences can
account for the discrepancy we measured between FRAP
and FCS estimates of GFP-GR residence times.
We also obtained some evidence that the intentional pho-
tobleach in FRAP was not responsible for the discrepancy in
measured residence times. We found that different photo-
bleach intensities did not alter our FRAP estimates, and
further that our TICS estimates were not altered by an inten-
tional photobleach, even when that measurement was made
within a few seconds of the photobleach. These tests do not
exclude the possibility that the photobleach has transient
effects that can dissipate over an entire cell within a few
seconds of the photobleach. However, the current data sug-
gest that either the intentional FRAP photobleach is innoc-
uous for our system or an additional, as yet unidentified
compensating factor in the FRAP or TICS procedures
fortuitously produces agreement. Our combined FRAP/
TICS assay should prove useful for testing the toxicity of
the intentional FRAP photobleach more generally, particu-
larly in cases where cellular damage might be expected to
alter binding, such as might occur for DNA repair proteins.Cryptic photobleaching in FCS led to artifactually
shortened GFP-GR residence times
Of the factors that we explicitly evaluated, only cryptic pho-
tobleaching (32) showed a significant effect on the esti-
mates. This refers to photobleaching that cannot be seen
as a drop in count rate during the FCS measurement interval,
but instead must be detected by a decrease in focal volume
residence times with increasing laser power.
We found that cryptic photobleaching only appeared
with sufficiently long residence times arising from either
slow diffusion or long binding. Thus, we could accurately
measure the rapid diffusion times of unconjugated GFP in
PBS, but we consistently underestimated the longerBiophysical Journal 99(9) 3093–3101
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tion. Under our experimental conditions, focal volume resi-
dence times as short as 0.25 s were sufficient to induce some
cryptic photobleaching, leading to an underestimation of the
residence time by a factor of 2 (for GFP diffusing in 90%
glycerol) to 5 (for binding of GFP-VBP-ZIP). For longer
residence times, such as the binding of GFP-GR, the under-
estimation progressively worsened (by a factor of 7),
presumably due to the increasing probability that a molecule
in the focal volume would photobleach before it exited.
We also found that, like 2P-FCS, 1P-FCS is susceptible to
cryptic photobleaching. The effect did not appear to be as
severe as in 2P-FCS, since we could accurately measure
diffusion of unconjugated GFP in 90% glycerol, at least at
the lowest laser powers tested. Nevertheless, as in 2P-
FCS, measurement of GFP-GR binding produced the same
underestimates. In both cases, the signal/noise ratio was
the limiting factor that prevented a plateau in estimates at
lower laser powers.
Although cryptic photobleaching is not likely to be
a problem for the great majority of FCS studies, which tradi-
tionally have focused on the measurement of rapid diffu-
sion, our data suggest that the measurement of slower
processes corresponding to focal volume residence times
as short as 0.25 s may be problematic. This is likely to be
an issue primarily for GFP-tagged proteins that bind to
immobile cellular structures. Thus, the correction for photo-
bleaching becomes essential when the goal is to predict
binding residence times.
To minimize cryptic photobleaching in FCS, we used
TICS, but other FCS variants would also be suitable for
measuring moderately long residence times. Raster image
correlation spectroscopy (36) and FCS performed with a
spinning disk confocal microscope (37) already include
a correction for photobleaching, so these methods will prob-
ably also yield more accurate estimates for longer residence
times. An alternate approach that avoids the need for a pho-
tobleaching correction altogether may be point-scanning
FCS (40). In this method, pixel dwell times are short enough
to avoid substantial photobleaching, providing a potentially
more direct approach to measure longer residence times.
Intermittent excitation and/or the replacement of GFP
with more photostable fluorescent proteins should similarly
reduce photobleaching (here we focused only on GFP
because of its widespread use). With a greater awareness
of the potential for cryptic photobleaching, future studies
should help elucidate which FCS approaches are best suited
to avoid or correct for this phenomenon.Toward a gold standard in live-cell binding
measurements
By accounting for the photobleaching of GFP-GR mole-
cules that reside for longer times in the FCS measurement
volume, we were able to obtain diffusion and binding esti-Biophysical Journal 99(9) 3093–3101mates that are close to those obtained from FRAP. Consid-
ering that FRAP estimates of transcription factor binding
times only recently differed by four orders of magnitude
(10), this cross-validation is reassuring and represents real
progress toward achieving a gold standard for in vivo
binding measurements.
Although they are close, the FCS estimates for GFP-GR
are not quite within error of the FRAP estimates. In partic-
ular, although most of the alarming order-of-magnitude
discrepancy in the binding residence times was eliminated
by our photobleach correction with TICS, the estimated
diffusion coefficients diverged slightly in the process. Both
the FRAPandFCSprotocols contain a number of approxima-
tions that could alter diffusion and binding estimates. For
FRAP (4) these include neglecting reversible photobleaching
and the detailed shape and finite time of the intentional photo-
bleach. For FCS these include the 3D geometry of the PSF
(34,41), sample movement that limits the length of quality
measurement intervals, and the photobleaching correction
procedure that we used here for TICS. In addition, the
common underlying model may be wrong (for example,
diffusion may be anomalous). High-resolution techniques
such as SMT (42) and stimulated emission depletion micros-
copy (43) should help resolve this issue, although since both
techniques require relatively high laser powers (our rough
calculations suggest that SMT and stimulated emission
depletion respectively require 10 and 100 higher laser
power than standard imaging), photobleaching may still be
problematic. Ultimately, a true gold standard for live-cell
binding will only be achieved when multiple orthogonal
approaches converge on the same estimates.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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